Plasma copolymerization of pyrrole and ethylenglycol to obtain porous polymers
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A study about processing and synthesis by plasma of porous biomaterials based in pyrrole and ethylene glycol is presented. The objective is to obtain porous copolymers with NH and OH groups to be applied as biomaterials. The monomers were copolymerized by resistive glow discharges in a tubular glass reactor at 10⁻¹ mbar and 40-60 W using iodine as dopant and water as oxidant agents. The polymers were obtained as powder and thin films with some pores. The films were swollen with water and subjected to a treatment based on liquid absorption and rapid temperature changes to freeze the liquid trapped in the copolymer. With this procedure new pores were created, some isolated and others interconnected with average diameter between 0.13 µm and 10.75 µm. The morphology was studied by SEM. The results indicate that this material could increase the interaction with cells with the enlarged surface provided by the pores.
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1. Introduction

Porous materials have voids, cavities or channels, closed or interconnected with or without communication with the external surface. Pores can form complex materials because they open the possibility to introduce other chemical agents inside with application in many fields. In medicine they can be used in orthopedic implants or in the release of drugs previously collocated inside the pores [1, 2].

Depending on the size and configuration of pores, implants with these materials have the possibility to influence the growing of cells through the interconnected trajectory of pores or through the interaction of surfaces with open voids in contact with fluids and cells [3,4]. Most human cells are between 1-10 µm in size; therefore biomaterials designed to interact with these cells should be compatible with such dimension, although the size and morphology of pores has influence depending on the specific activity of cells [5-8].

Considering these characteristics, this work has the objective to develop porous copolymers of polypyrrole (PPy) and polyethylenglycol (PEG) by plasma. The non-porous version of these copolymers has shown compatibility with the central nervous system, among other causes, due to the participation of NH and OH groups and because they do not use in their synthesis other chemical reagents except monomers and dopants. The pores inside the PPy-PEG/I matrix of this work should be close to the size of these human cells.

2. Experimental section

The copolymers were synthesized with resistive electrical glow discharges in a tubular glass reactor 9 cm diameter and 26 cm length. The reactor has a stainless steel flange in each side with 3 access ports. One electrode can be inserted in each flange with 7 cm diameter. The electrodes were connected to an Advanced Energy RFX 600 power supply. The synthesis conditions were: 10⁻¹ mbar, 13.56 MHz, 40-60 W during 180 min.

The monomers, ethyleneglycol (Tecsiqum, 99.5%) and pyrrole (Aldrich 98%), the dopant, Iodine (Aldrich 99.8%) and the oxidant, distilled H₂O, were placed in separated containers and connected to the reactor ports. The ethyleneglycol was maintained at 50°C. All reagents mixed inside the reactor during the synthesis.

Iodine atoms were inserted in the structure with the purpose to create sites with different availability of electrons than the groups of the monomers. This could help in the transport of electric charges, because one possible application of these copolymers is in the central nervous system which transfer information through ionic pulses, so the material should not obstruct these signals.

The function of water was to provide ions formed with the electric field that once accelerated collide with the molecules of pyrrole and ethylenglycol.
With this action, the monomers excite, form radicals and combine chemically to form random copolymers of both monomers. After the synthesis, the polymers formed on the reactor walls were swelled with distilled water and removed with a thin spatula. The thickness of the films was measured with a Mitutoyo micrometer. The structure was studied with a Magna 550 Nicolet infrared spectrophotometer. The morphology was studied with a Jeol JSM-5900LV scanning electron microscope and the micrographs were processed with the Olympus Measure IT program.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Thickness of films

The polymers grew as stacked films with an average total thickness of 23.6 µm for the PPy-PEG-I synthesized at 40 W and 69 µm for the one at 60 W. Plasma polymers usually grow as consecutive layers due to small instabilities in the synthesis conditions. Some films were separated in individual layers to study their porosity and morphology.

The average thickness of the individual copolymer films was 5.2 µm and 15.6 µm for the samples synthesized at 40 W and 60 W, respectively. The ratio between the average individual and the total thickness of the films was 4.54 for 40 W and 4.4 for 60 W. These results indicate that the increase of power directly affects the total thickness of the copolymer; however the individual layers tend to maintain a ratio of approximately 4.5.

3.2 Morphology

PPy-PEG-I copolymer films have different characteristics on the surface, from smooth segments to increasing porosity and roughness with the energy applied to the synthesis, see Figure 1. These characteristics could be due to the difference in reactivity of each monomer which produces uneven morphology. Thus, when the power increases, the reaction rate rises, increasing the uneven growth of polymers.

Porosity may appear as channels or voids on the surface. Figure 1(a) shows a surface of PPy-PEG-I synthesized at 40 W with isolated pores with small depth and circular form. The diameters go from 120 nm to 1790 nm with harmonic mean at 992 nm. The copolymer synthesized at 60 W is basically formed by interconnected channels with different width and depth; see Figure 1(b).

Pores can also be induced in some material by applying different steps of sequential treatments of liquid absorption and freezing with rapid changes of temperature. The most common liquid used in the first step is water, although other solvents for specific treatments can be used. The liquids have the function of penetrating the material to later freeze them creating spaces to host the solid inside. When the solid melts and evaporates, the voids remain in the material. This process is known generically as lyophilization.

To promote the porosity in the copolymers of this work, the films were immersed in distilled water for 3 min and later submerged in liquid Nitrogen during approximately 15 min. After that, the films were left in the atmosphere to dry and reach ambient temperature. This process was repeated with different polymeric samples using ethanol or acetone instead of water.

The result was the formation of a great amount of pores of several sizes with partial separation and rupture of layers. Figure 2 shows the morphology of PPy-PEG-I copolymers synthesized at 40 W after the treatment with absorption of water, ethanol and acetone, Figures 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. Note the great amount of pores created with the lyophilization. With acetone, the polymers look partially melted, which suggests that this solvent separated a fraction of the material.

3.3 Pore diameter

The evolution of pores was studied following their diameters with a normal distribution function expressed in Equation 1, which in the case of Figure 3 is the width channel. At least 50 measures per graph were used.

$$ f(\phi) = \frac{1}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\frac{1}{2} \left(\frac{\phi - \mu}{\sigma}\right)^2} $$

(1)

Where: $f(\phi)$: normal distribution function, $\phi$: porous diameter, $\mu$: harmonic mean, $\sigma$: standard deviation. Figure 3 presents a pore diameter comparison of PPy-PEG-I synthesized at 40 and 60 W in order to evaluate the influence of power in the synthesis. It can be observed that
时候电场的增加，孔径和数据分散会减少。应该考虑到数据涉及不同类型的孔，60 W的孔隙度由通道宽度表示，而40 W的孔隙度由闭合孔径表示。

图4呈现了不同溶剂（水、乙醇和乙酸）下合成的聚合物的孔径比较。使用水时，薄膜中的孔径大小形状不一，主要位于共聚物的表面，孔径范围在0.13 µm到10.75 µm之间，具有0.65 µm的调和均值。使用乙醇时，孔径分布于共聚物中，形状和大小分布随机，大于使用水时的孔径，范围在0.04 µm到10.19 µm之间。值得注意的是，乙醇溶解了部分共聚物，重新组织了形态。使用乙酸时，孔径分布于共聚物中，形状不一，范围在0.65 µm到9.42 µm之间，具有2.4 µm的调和均值。

### 3.4 化学结构

图5展示了PPy-PEG-I在40和60 W下合成的IR光谱。光谱在两种情况下的吸收带相似。最强烈和宽的带在3425 cm\(^{-1}\)处，对应于N-H、O-H和芳香的C-H键。O-H和N-H组在许多生物兼容材料中都有发现。在2943 cm\(^{-1}\)处的峰值对应于乙二醇的C-H脂肪族组和一些吡咯环的吸收。这种吸收与其他吸收相比相对较小。

图谱中的信号可能是连续双键在2370 cm\(^{-1}\)处找到，可能是C=C、C=O和C=N的组合。这些双键是由于在等离子体中高动能粒子的脱氢作用产生的。

氧化的共聚物可以在1423和1051 cm\(^{-1}\)处观察到，对应于C-O-H组的吸收。在571 cm\(^{-1}\)处的宽吸收对应于共聚物中C-I键的复杂氯化作用。

所有上述数据表明，共聚物是由两种单体，吡咯和乙二醇组成的。

### 4. 结论

等离子体共聚物基于乙二醇、吡咯和碘的薄膜，厚度为薄、致密且稍微多孔，具有目的用于使用共聚物作为

---

**Figure 2.** PPy-PEG-I synthesized at 40 W after lyophilization with: a) Water, b) Ethanol, c) Acetone.

**Figure 3.** Pore size comparisons as function of power synthesis. a) Channel width (60 W) vs closed pores (40 W).
biocompatible material. The structure of the copolymers has the main groups of both monomers and other new groups with multiple bonds as a consequence of the dehydrogenation promoted by the energy of the plasma.

The diameter of pores was inversely influenced by the power applied during the synthesis. At 60 W, pores have interconnected channeled morphology, but at 40 W, pores were closed, isolated and circular with diameter from 50 to 435 nm. To promote the creation of new pores, after the synthesis the copolymers were lyophilized with water, ethanol and acetone finding that a great amount of new interconnected pores appeared with the treatment with diameter between 0.13 µm and 10.75 µm. The results indicate that apart from its own biocompatibility, this material could increase the interaction with cells with the enlarged surface provided by the pores.
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